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This issue is dedicated to the memory of

BEN WACKS (1907-1977)
who opened the door to the fascinating

world of numismatics to his son.

Hoard of silver shekels and half shekels as found at Masada,
the remains of a cloth bag were still adhering to the coins.

Coin of the Month

MASADA COIN HOARDS

Virtually every ancient coin that has survived the last

2000 years has done so because it was buried under-

ground. This may have been done on purpose, placing

the coins in a bag or ceramic pot for safekeeping, or they
may have been accidentally lost in the collapse of a

building. Laying underground for centuries, the coins

were subject to chemical reactions, water erosion,

earthen pressures, and other factors which effect their

state of preservation.

Ancient coins are often unearthed by nomads, farmers,

construction workers, and other "amateurs" rather than
under the controlled conditions of an archaeological dig.

On those rare occassions when a distinctive group of

coins are found at one time (e.g. hoards) they can be
most useful in dating the strata in which they were
discovered. Coins can generally be precisely dated,

however since they usually circulated for hundreds of

years, archaeological dating is best done by combining
all known finds including coins, pottery, tools, etc.

When the volunteer workers at Masada discovered
hundreds of bronze prutah coins in the storerooms and
other public buildings, and silver Shekels in another
room of this mountain fortress it was of major historical

importance. Yigael Yadin, leader of the Masada dig, wrote
in MASADA published by Random House:

“I well recall one morning when I was crossing the
summit and I became awa: e of unusual movement in this

particular excavation area. When I drew near I saw that

the whole group of volunteers assigned to this site were
staring fascinated at the floor of the large room of this

dwelling unit. There, beneath the level of the original

floor, lay a heap of coins stuck together, and from the
colour of the mould clinging to them it was clear that

these were coins of silver. Bits of cloth were still stuck to

part of the heap and it was evident that the coins had
originally been placed in a special bag and hidden
beneath the floor. Only after cleaning the find in the
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laboratory were we able to realise how considerable and
in what superb condition was the treasure. It consisted of

silver shekels and half-shekels, thirty-eight altogether.

Closer examination showed that these coins had almost

never been in use; many of them indeed had been struck

in the year four of the revolt, that is, one year before the

last.

"Close by, and amidst a thick layer of ashes, another

hoard was found several weeks later, consisting of six

shekels and six half-shekels in a special bronze box.

These coins, too, must have been hidden by the
defenders of Masada to prevent their falling into the

hands of the Roman conquerors, unlike the bronze coins

which were scattered all over the place.

“There is a two-fold importance in the discovery of

these two hoards of coins - and a third found in one of the

chambers of the casemate wall. They constitute the
largest group of shekels ever found in one location; and
this is the first time that shekels have been discovered in

a regular archaeological excavation and in a stratum

which belongs without any doubt to the period of the

great Jewish revolt. This should put an end once and for

all to the controversy of scholars; most of them it is true

ascribed such shekels to the period of the revolt, but a

few insisted that they belonged to an earlier era. We now
know that the majority was right. The shekels in our finds

represent all the yars of the revolt, from the year one to

the very rare year five, the last year the shekel was
struck, corresponding to the year 70 AD when the Temple
of Jerusalem was destroyed.”
As can be seen from our slide and illustration, both the

bronze and silver coins found were initially almost
unrecognizable, until they were expertly cleaned. Ox-
idized coins must first have the outer layers of encrus-

tation removed (possibly with a wire brush), and are then
soaked in oil and/or diluted acid for an extended period.

The purpose of the cleaning is to remove as much surface

oxidation as possible without damaging the original metal.

Ideally, the “last” layer of oxidation would not be removed
from bronze coins since this is the natural patina that can
be a most attractive brown/green, and can add sub-
stantially to the coin’s value.

In the coming months’ AUGUR we will analize the
design and legends of the bronze prutahs struck in the
second and third years of the First Revolt (66-70 AD).

Scripture Animals

SWINE
by Rev. Jonathan Fisher

(Originally published In 1834)

Since the Jews did not portray any living thing on their

coins, the designs are often less than exciting. However
animals were often used by the Greeks and Romans. We
therefore take some liberty, and present those ancient

coins picturing animals mentioned in the Bible to add

another dimension to Biblical Numismatics. Other articles

and quaint woodcuts by the Rev. Fisher for other

Scripture Animals (from Adder to Whale) will appear from

time to time in future AUGUR’S.
As a reason of the divine prohibition of swine’s flesh to

the Jews, besides that of teaching them to distinguish

between sin and holiness, sinners and saints, it is not

improbable that their filthy habits, their wallowing in the

mire, &c. was taken into the account. It has also been

said, that their flesh in and about Palestine is apt to ^
promote the plague, and that this was a natural reason for

”
the prohibition; but if there were no such reasons, God’s

will should satisfy us.

The herd of two thousand swine, of which we read in

Matt. 8: Mark 5: and Luke 8: were probably kept by

Israelites to sell to their Gentile neighbors, which was not

consistent with a due respect for that law of God, by

which their flesh was forbidden to themselves, this might

give the blessed Savior an occassion to permit the

devils he had cast out, to enter into them, and destroy

them. Those who explain this event by the supposition

of a disease, merely, sent upon these Swine, do but little

honor to the truth of the divine word.

The apostle Peter, in 2 Epis. 2: very fitly compares
apostates from Christianity, or professors, who after a fair

outward walk, maintained for a season, turn back again to

their old sinful practices; to a washed sow, returning to

her wallowing in the mire; this he speaks of as true

proverb; it is certainly very applicable to the case; and it

may teach us that sin in the sight of God is a most

loathsome thing, and that those, who live in the allowed

practice of it, are no better in his sight than filthy Swine.

The shekels after cleaning. Since these coins only circulated

for five years maximum, they are generally in superb con-
dition.
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Silver denarius of Vespasian (69-79AD). The pig was the

emblem of the notorious Tenth Legion which occupied

Palestine.



COMMENTS ON CURRENT
MARKET FOR THE COINS
OF ANCIENT JUDAEA

by Herbert Krendler

Mr. Kreindler compiled the estimated values for the
recently published GUIDE TO ANCIENT JEWISH
COINS by David Hendin

.

While the dramatic upturn of the 1972-74 market saw
prices for Greek, Roman and Byzantine coins skyrocket,

the coins of Ancient Judaea experienced a more modest
increase. The result was that during the downturn of

1 975-77 prices of Judaic coins held fairly firm and in the

case of rare bronzes actually rose.

Three dramatic events have affected the current

market. First of all, the six-day’s war opened the

Bethlehem-Hebron area to exploration and new coin

finds, coupled with the release of Dr. Yaakov Meshorer's

book "Jewish Coins of the Second Temple Period".

Secondly, the Israel Government Coins and Medals
Corporation in conjunction with AINA founded many
Israel coin clubs for the purpose of promoting the coins

and medals of Israel. Many of the members have added
ancients to their area of interest reflecting their feelings

about their heritage and the fascination with the peoples
and history of the Second Temple. There has been several

hoards of silver coins of the First and Second Revolts
making available shekels, denarii and tetradrachms
previously difficult to obtain. Marketing of these coins at

competitive prices has been brisk with little or no impact
on the previous marketing structure confirming what has
been evident to those of us close this market. There has
been a marked increase in collectores in this area.

What about the rarities. Several have been found,

notable among these the Year 1 Tetradrachm (Meshorer
1 65, Hendin 1 33), Year 1 Denarius (Meshorer 1 66) and a

second 'A Shekel of the First Revolt (Mishorer 1 50). All of

the Yehud coin types have been found with several new
varieties and there have been many new varieties of

Hasmonean coins identified as well as many new dates of

the Agrippas. It is now possible to build a collection over
many years with a reasonable expectation of completion
being a reality, Formerly unique coins are not so any
more. Bronzes remain the most difficult of the coins to

obtain with condition being the largest problem, while

prices for them continue to rise. Shekels, denarii and
tetradrachms though continue to be the most widely
sought after pieces.

Two last notes: the interest in coins of the different

cities of the Holy Land, previously neglected in the

United States, has shown surprising recent strength. The
recent publication of the Hendin book, priced by the
writer, andtheWacks monograph have aided the collector

in being able to asses rarity and price and to understand
more about the history and epigraphy of the coins of this

period.

Biblical Numystery No. Six

BAR KOCHBA’S WAVE SYMBOL
by Mel Wacks

Inthe April1977 AUGURthesignificanceofthewavy line above the temple (e.g. Holy of

Holies) on the Bar Kochba tetradrachms was discussed: "The Reverend E. Rogers called

the wavy line 'a symbolic representation of the pillar of fire,' Romanoff considered that it

'rather suggests clouds representing divine presence,' and Muehlsam explains it as 'the

original symbol of water which, in antiquity, was a sign of divine grace.’”

Recently, by chance, I came across a reference to the ancient Wave Offering of the
Levite Priests that would appear to offer a most logical explanation to this almost 2000
year old enigma. Being a self-taught historian I can only wonder why this obvious
reference has been overlooked.
The Wave Offering (Hebrew - tenufah) was "the raising or separation, by a waving

motion, of a sacrifice dedicated to the Lord” (Encyclopedia of the Jewish Religion). A
reference is found in Numbers 8:13, "And thou shalt set the Levites before Aaron, and
before his sons, and offer them for a wave-offering unto the Lord.” The Haftorah
(traditional interpretation of this Biblical passage) indicates that "the Levites ware probably

led backward and forwards by Aaron in the direction of the Holy of Holies, or he may have
only waved his hand over them." How appropriate, then, to show the renewed power of the
priests over the receding confidence in the declared Messiah, Bar Kochba, than to

replace his star-symbol by the Wave Offering symbol above the Holy of Holies on the
coins produced in the final desperate months of the revolution!

Is it a coincidence that the lulav (four kinds of branches, bound together) shown on the
reverse of the tetradrachms were also waved in an important part of the ceremony
associated with the Jewish Harvest Festival of Succoth?
Most interestingly, the same Hebrew word for the Wave Offering (tenufah) is used in the

Book of Exodus to describe an offering to the Temple of precious metals to be formed into

ceremonial objects: "And they came, both men and women, . . . and brought nose-rings,
and ear-rings, and signet rings ... all jewels of gold: and even every man that brought an
offering of gold unto the Lord” (Exodus 35:22). It was just such ceremonial objects that

appear on Bar Kochba’s other coins.

And so 1 propose that the wavy line was actually meant to represent theWave Offering of

the Levites . .
. perhaps a last ditch effort to reverse the trend from priestly to lay

predominance, as described by Professor Kanael in the June 1977 AUGER. QED.
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Matthew indicates that Jesus went
into the temple of God and cast out all

them that sold and bought in the temple.

(Matthew 21:13). This same event is

paraphrased in Mark, where another

detail is added: And he would not suffer

that any man should carry any vessel

through the temple (Mark 11:16). The
third reference to this event is contained

in John where greater insight is given,

indicating that it was Passover and that

Jesus drove them all (those that sold

oxen and sheep and doves and the

changers of money) out of the temple.

Here the temple is not called a den of

thieves, but a house of merchandise.

Madden misses the point when he
states that “the system pursued by the

money changers in the Temple must
have been a vicious one,” for it was the

OVERALL commercialization — even
the carrying of a vessel — that so upset

Jesus.

It was for the Passover holiday that

Jews traveled from all parts of Judaea

and surrounding countries to Jerusalem.

But as with any large synagogue or

church today, there was a good deal of

socializing and business attached to the

great gathering around the Jerusalem

Temple. Actually the Temple was laid

out to accommodate such secular

gatherings — in the Lower Court (Court

of Gentiles). It was this large court,

which was outside and adjacent to the

Temple proper, that the tables of the

money changers were located.

The money changers served the role

of banks. They changed the silver and

other coins brought to them into “coin of

the realm,” especially for payment of

the Temple Tax. The fee for this service

was fixed between four per cent and
eight per cent and was called a

KOLBAN, possibly derived from the

Greek word for a small coin. They also

detected false coins.

To lend money to a fellow Israelite for

interest was strictly forbidden, but to

lend to a stranger was permissable and
appears to have been practiced during
the Babylonian captivity, though it was
considered an abomination. Money
changers did pay interest on money left

with them as can be seen in this quote
from Matthew. Thou oughtest therefore
to have put my money to the exchangers
and then at my coming I should have
received mine own with usury.

According to Rabbinic rules, the Tem-
ple Tax was collected from the I5th of

Adar through the first of the following
month, Nisan (approximately March).
One day after Jesus overturned the

tables of the money changers he watch-
ed the widow contribute her two mites to

the Temple treasury, and two days after

Jesus chasing the money changers from the Temple is shown in this dramatic sketch taken
from the Gustave Dore 1 1 lustra ted Bible. Cited as one of the few recorded times that Jesus showed
anger, it is pointed out that the offense occurred later than was necessary to serve those maki
sacrifices in the Temple, and merchandising was emphasized.

THE MONEY CHANGERS
by Mel Wacks

that was the feast of the Passover which

starts on the 14th of Nisan. If this

chronology is correct then when Jesus

encountered the money changers it was
already past the deadline for collecting

the Temple Tax and they must have just

been performing their commercial func-

tions. If indeed, the money changers

were there for the Temple Taxes thej^^
more than 12 days would have had to

pire between the Biblical “money
changers” and “widow’s mite”
episodes!

Reprinted from July

1 975 World Coins.
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